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ABSTRACT
Predicting whether the user is going to skip the next song is

an important problem in the field of music recommendation. The
prediction can be challenging due to different user preferences. In
this paper, we will explore using deep learning architectures with
attention mechanism to model temporal behaviour of skipping
patterns. The proposed model was submitted to the ACM Spotify
Sequential Skip Prediction Challenge as team learner6 and ranked
fourth on the final leaderboard. The code is open sourced at: https:
//github.com/ZhaoyueCheng/WSDM_Spotify
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of online music streaming platforms, accu-

rately predicting if a user is going to skip songs is an important
problem in this field. In online streaming platforms, users normally
listening to music in sessions. Being able to infer from the past
session information and determine whether users are going to skip
upcoming songs in the playlist can help online streaming platforms
give more personalized recommendations and better serve the user
interests.

The Spotify Skip Prediction Challenge provides data [2] for user
listening sessions along with various session features as well as
different track features. In the test set, we are given the complete
history tracks with session features for first half of the session, and
tracks only for second half of the sessions. The target is to predict
whether the user is going to skip the song in the second half of the
sessions. The metrics is the average accuracy of the prediction of
songs in the second half of the sessions.

Many works [4, 5] have show that recurrent neural networks can
achieve state-of-the-art result in the field of session based recom-
mendation. Also, recent advances [1] in the field of natural language
processing have shown that attention mechanism is really powerful
in sequence modelling since they reduce the effective path between
elements in the sequence. As a result, we decide to combine recur-
rent neural networks (RNN)[6] with attention mechanism in our
team’s approach.

In our approach, we first model the interactions within the his-
tory and predict songs with Bi-directional RNN and various atten-
tion mechanism, then we merge the history and predict hidden
vectors using another layers of Bi-directional RNN and attention
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to model the interaction of the entire session information. Finally,
we apply feed forward layers to obtain the logits for target tracks.

We choose to model history and predict interactions separately
since history tracks have both session history information together
with track features while predict tracks only have track features.
Using a unified Bi-directional RNN to encode history and predict
tracks may not be ideal since the information we have about each
group is different whichmight result in different latent distributions.
So we are using separate encoders for history and predict groups.
Then we combine the information we obtained from history and
predict groups in following layers to model global interactions.

This paper discusses the related work in Section 2 and data
preprocessing steps we took in Section 3, the network architecture
we used in Section 4 and the ensemble technique we used in Section
5. Finally, we discuss some experiment results in Section 6 and
conclusions we got in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
Traditional techniques in recommendation systems such as col-

laborative filtering [7, 11] and matrix factorization [7, 9] fails to
work in the field of session based recommendation since these
models don’t take order of actions into account. Also, most of the
session based recommendation systems [3, 5, 13] are focusing on
predicting the top-K items to recommend which is slightly different
than the problem we are solving in this case. Our work propose a
novel attention based architecture for sequential skip prediction
problems.

3 DATA PREPROCESSING
The WSDM Spotify Skip Prediction dataset includes millions of

user listening sessions. Within each session we separate the tracks
into two parts, the first half of the tracks are the history tracks and
the second half of the tracks are the predict tracks. We have tracks
information for all tracks appearing in the dataset. Along with the
tracks information, the dataset also provides session information.
Session information is available for all tracks in the training set,
but only available for the history tracks in the test set.

For all the track and session features, we use similar ways of
preprocessing. For all the categorical features, we turn them into
one hot embedding. For all the numerical features, we perform the
following normalization strategy. First we clip the minimum and
maximum value into certain ranges, then for each numerical value
v , we perform v−min

max−min to normalize the values where min and
max are the minimum and maximum of the column values after
clipping respectively. There are also several boolean features in the
dataset, we map False to 0 and True to 1. Lastly we concatenate
all the features to get the track feature embedding matrix E and
session feature embedding matrix F . The dimension of E and F are
31 and 40 respectively after preprocessing.

Finally, since all session can have length from 10 to 20, so the
resulting history and predict sessions can have length 5 to 10. We
pad all the history and predict sessions to length 10 resulting in a
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total length of 20 for all session so that it’s easier to batch the input
for neural networks.

4 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 gives an overview of the network architecture.

Figure 1: Network Architecture of RNN Model

4.1 History and Predict Encoder Layer
Consider History songs Hs = {sHt }10t=1 and Predict songs Ps =

{sPt }
10
t=1. First the history and predict songs are embedded by look-

ing up the embedding matrix E we obtained from the preprocessing
step resulting in the history song embedding vector {eHt }10t=1 and
the predict song embedding vector {ePt }

10
t=1. Additionally, for His-

tory, we also have the history feature vectors f = { f Ht }10t=1 obtained
from the preprocessed session feature matrix F by performing an
embedding lookup.

Then we append the history feature vectors with the history
song embedding vector to obtain the history representation. Since
the predict songs don’t have feature available, we use the predict
song embedding alone as the predict representation.

We then use two seperate bi-directional RNN[10] to produce new
representation uH1 , . . . ,u

H
10 and u

P
1 , . . . ,u

P
10, and the result hidden

representations will share the same dimension for both history and
predict songs:

uHt = BIRNNH (uHt−1, [e
H
t , f

H
t ]) (1)

uPt = BIRNNP (uPt−1, [e
P
t ]) (2)

We use LSTM as the choice of RNN encoder in this case. We obtain
theuHt anduPt for t ∈ {1, 10} as the hidden representation of session
history and session predict respectively.

4.2 Self Matching Attention Layer
Vaswani et al. (2017) [14] proposed stacking self-attention mod-

ules to model long-term dependencies. Their model shows the
effectiveness of self-attention in modeling dependencies and inter-
actions between words since self-attention mechanism reduces the
length of signal paths compared to RNN modules.

Though the sequence we need to model in this case is not as long
as in the original work, but we still find self-attention really helpful
in modeling interactions within the session history and session
predict groups. Adding self matching attention layer allows us to
build richer representation for both of the history song sequence
and the predict song sequence.

Consider the input {uHt }10t=1 for history songs and the input
{uPt }

10
t=1 for predict songs obtained through previous step. We per-

form a self matching attention on the history sequence and predict
sequence respectively:

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = so f tmax(QK
T√

dk
)V (3)

sHt = Attention(uHt ,uHt ,uHt ) (4)

sPt = Attention(uPt ,uPt ,uPt ) (5)

sHt and sPt for t ∈ {1, 10} are the self attention representation of
history and predict tracks respectively.

4.3 Co Attention Layer
Although self-attention mechanism is very powerful in model-

ing interactions within a history and predict session groups. We
still use some mechanism to help us incorporating history into the
predict sessions hidden representation and vice versa. In order to
solve this problem, we match history tracks hidden representation
to the predict tracks representation to get a history aware predict
representation. We also map the predict tracks hidden represen-
tation to the history tracks representation to get a predict aware
history representation.

These representations build on top of the original history and
tracks representations with extra information, which helps the
model to build a richer representation of the history and tracks
features.

Consider the input {uHt }10t=1 for history songs and the input
{uPt }

10
t=1 for predict songs. We perform a co attention layer on the
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history sequence and predict tracks respectively:

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = so f tmax(QK
T√

dk
)V (6)

aHt = Attention(uHt ,uPt ,uPt ) (7)

aPt = Attention(uPt ,uHt ,uHt ) (8)

aHt and aPt for t ∈ {1, 10} are the co attention representation of
history and predict tracks respectively.

4.4 Combine Encoder Layer
Now that we have obtained the hidden representationuHt anduPt ,

self-attention representation as well sHt and sPt as the co-attention
representation aHt and aPt for history and predict tracks respec-
tively. We need to merge the information we obtained from history
tracks and predict tracks. We choose to use bi-directional RNN to
model the complete interaction by concatenating the three set of
hidden vectors we get from Encoder Layer, Self Matching Attention
Layer as well as Co Attention Layer and feed it as input to the
bi-directional RNN to get a hidden representation on the complete
listening history in one session:

iHt = [uHt , sHt ,aHt ] (9)

iPt = [uPt , sPt ,aPt ] (10)

it = [iHt , iPt ] (11)
ht = BIRNN (it−1, it ) (12)

We use LSTM[6] as the choice of RNN encoder in this case. We get
the hidden representation on the complete session history as ht for
t ∈ {1, 20}

4.5 Self Matching Attention Combination
Layer

Although we already modeled the interactions between groups
of tracks in session history and session predict respectively in the
Self Matching Attention Layer, we only performed Self Matching
Attention on the songs within the groups, so it’s natural to apply
Self Matching Attention on the combined sequence which includes
both history and predict tracks on the result from Combine Encoder
Layer ht :

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = so f tmax(QK
T√

dk
)V (13)

st = Attention(ht ,ht ,ht ) (14)

st for t ∈ {1, 20}is the self matching attention representation of the
entire session tracks.

4.6 Feed Forward Layer
Then we concatenate the representation we got from the Com-

bine Encoder Layer ht with the result we obtained from the Self
Matching Attention Combination Layer st . Then we get a session
length × hidden dimension matrix. Then we apply feed forward
layer to reduce the hidden dimension matrix to 1 to get the Logits
for the classification of the predict tracks. We will get 20 logits from
the final FeedForward layer including the padding lt for t ∈ {1, 20},

then we take the last 10 elements in the vector and feed to the Loss
Function since it corresponds to the predict tracks and its padding.

lt = FeedForward([ht , st ]) (15)

4.7 Loss Function
We use the average binary cross entropy loss of the targets as

our final loss, since we are trying to predict skip information for all
the songs in the predict session. We compute binary cross entropy
loss for each of the predict tracks and take an average as the loss for
one session. We get the logits corresponding to the predict songs
as lt for t ∈ {1, 10}. Also we havemt from batching which is the
masking for predict tracks and padding.mt is 0 if it’s a padding
track and 1 if it’s a predict track. And we have yt as the target
prediction.

Loss(l ,m,y) =
10∑
t=1

(yt ∗ loд(lt ) + (1 − yt ) ∗ loд(1 − lt )) ∗mt (16)

5 ENSEMBLE
We train a few different deep learning approaches which are

small variations of the architecture explained above. One example is
that we change the encoder layer to use two stacked Bi-directional
LSTM instead of just one Bi-directional LSTM layer. Another exam-
ple is we change the dimension of the hidden representation used
in the LSTMs.

We use a simple ensemble strategy by basically averaging the
prediction logits from different approaches and this give us a small
gain in the average accuracy on both validation set as well as on
the leaderboard.

6 EXPERIMENTS
All experiments are conducted on a single Ubuntu Linux server

with two Intel Xeon(R) E5-2620 CPUs, 256GB RAM, and Titan Xp
GPU. We use a training batch size of 48 and inference batch size of
1000 which can be fit on a single Titan Xp GPU with 12GB memory.
We use Adamax[8] optimizer with a constant learning rate of 0.001
and a gradient clipping value of 10. The hidden dimension we used
in Bi-directional RNN is 100. We use a dropout[12] rate of 0.1 for
all RNN outputs and 0.2 for Feed Forward Layer outputs. Also, we
pad both the history and predict to be 10 songs since the maximum
number of songs in each is 10 so that each batch of RNN can have
same number of length which is easier to process later.

We conducted an simple ablation study on the architecture to
see how effective is the attention mechanism. We removed all the
intermediate layers and only keep one Bi-directional RNN encoder
while padding all the predict features with 0. Then we feed the
output of the Bi-directional RNN directly through the feed forward
layers and compute the loss on its result. The results we obtained
is in Table 1. We can see adding attention effectively helps the
modeling of skip behaviour.

Among the 660 given training files, we use the first 600 files as
training set and next 20 files as validation set. After training two en-
tire epochs on the training set, our model can achieve 0.630 average
precision on the local validation set and 0.633 on the leaderboard.
Ensemble models with slightly different hyperparameters give us
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Average Accuracy First Prediction Accuracy

Our method 0.636 0.803
RNN baseline 0.605 0.693

Table 1: Comparison of our method with baseline approach

Average Accuracy First Prediction Accuracy

ekffar 0.651 0.812
DIKU-IR 0.641 0.807
mimbres 0.637 0.804
learner6 0.636 0.803
Adrem Data Lab 0.613 0.794
Table 2: Test set Leaderboard results for the Top 5 Teams

the final score of 0.636 on the leaderboard. The complete private
test leaderboard results are shown in Table 2.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe our end to end approach for the 2019

ACM WSDM Spotify Skip Prediction Challenge. This Challenge
gives a problem of predicting whether the given songs are going to
be skipped or not give a history of track and session information.
We use a combination of Bi-directional RNN and Attention to model
both history tracks and predict tracks interactions, then we apply
Bi-directional RNN andAttention tomodel global interactions again
after concatenating the history and predict tracks. This approach
allows us to model complex interactions within the history and
predict groups as well as global session interactions. Our single
model achieves highly competitive results with an end-to-end deep
learning architecture.
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